High school, college at sea
Running Start marine-biology school is a big hit

ON THE WEB

Still one of a kind, despite its success
High school’s classes count for college credits

Ocean Research College Academy (ORCA) - a group of nine high school students - is one of the few marine biology programs in the country. ORCA is a nonprofit charter school that lets students earn high school and college credits at the same time. Students in the program study marine biology and related topics, and many go on to college.
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President vents about Mueller in tweet storm

Accuses investigators of being partisan in Russian probe
Republicans worry frustrated Trump will fire special counsel

By PETER BAHR June 16, 2018
WASHINGTON — President Donald Trump on Sunday abandoned a strategy of choosing deference to the special counsel examining Russian interference once in the 2016 presidential election, lashing out at what he called “bipartisan attacks” that had been launched by the justices of his administration.

Trump has long suggested that allegations that he or his campaign conspired with Russia to influence the election are a "hoax" and part of "witch hunt," but that charge was buttressed by the release of emails that highlighted the status of lawyers who had not directly acted on Robert Mu­ller’s request for hours of interrogation by the FBI.

"Why does the Mueller team have 17 chartered planes flying around comforting friends of Hillary Clinton while we go out and buy phones for soldiers in Afghanistan who have no plane at all?"

The attack on Mueller, a longtime Republican, and the FBI director appointed by a Republican president, George W. Bush, drew condemnations from some members of the GOP, although it was not immediately clear whether the president himself was signaling an effort to fire the special counsel, whom he traditionally claimed to have utmost respect for.

At a news conference last week with two counts of depictions of minors engaged in sexual explicit conduct,

The ex-prosecutor’s office has been charged with new counts of possession of depictions of minors engaged in sexual explicit conduct.

Illegal forest treehouse was stocked with food, bedding and child porn

A GINGERBREAD MOVIE

Disturbing photos found inside the structure touched off a monitoring PBH investigation that led to a Mill Creek man.

By IRA JENKINS investigative reporter

A search of King County Superior Court records reveals that Donald David, 56, of Mill Creek, once pleaded guilty to third-degree Trespass earlier this year.

Data leak prompts Facebook user to threaten suicide

"Never trust anyone again," one user wrote last week after listening to a personal Facebook data breach.
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